Part 7
Sparks coming out from the flames of external fire spread far and wide
and whenever there is any inflammable thing or fuel, it get lighted with
these sparks. Similarly, the sparks of our internal hidden mental fire, coming
out from our minds in the form of different types of thoughts, emotions,
desires, sensual urges, disorders like –
anger
grievance
enmity
opposition
hatred
resentment
jealousy
duality
doubt
fear
selfishness
conflict
fights
quarrels
passion
anger
attachment
ego
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are spreading all around and are lighting the spark of this mental fire to one
another.
In this way this ‘mental fire’ spreading in the whole world in a hidden
way has become one ‘big flame’ of the entire fire. That is why this hidden
mental fire has been mentioned in Gurbani names such as –
‘the fiery world’
‘the hot dark age of Kaljug’
‘the cauldron of fire’
‘the fiery ocean of grief’
The world is being consumed by this hidden fire, but Maya does not cling to
the Lord's devotees.
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From the flames of fire emerge many sparks and spread out but
the effect of the spark on the thing it falls on depends on the power of
that thing.
To clarify this point, a few examples are being given –
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If a spark falls on gas, then it explodes like a bomb and
causes damage far and wide.
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If a spark falls on petrol then immediately the fire bursts into
flames and things all round get burnt.
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If the spark falls on wood, then the wood catches fire slowly
and it gets burnt.
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If the spark falls on dry grass or paper, then these things catch
fire at once and very soon they turn to ashes.
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If this very spark falls on cement or stone, then it has no
effect on it and it gets put off by itself.
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If this spark falls on water, it has no effect. On the contrary
water puts it off immediately.

By way of example, a sadhu (holy man) was asked by someone, “What is
your name?” The answer was, “Seetal Das”.
After sometime, this same question was repeated, and in this way the
sadhu was asked this question many times over and over again. In every
answer of the sadhu, his temper was rising, and finally ‘Seetal Das’
becoming angry chased the man with a stick and ended up as ‘Fiery Das’.
Similar to this there as another story. Once a Mahatama Buddha was
insulted with abusive and provocative language and but he remained calm.
When the man was tired of using such bad language, then Mahatama giving
a small piece of stone said, “take this”, and the man said, “I don’t want to
take it.” Then the Mahatama said, If something is being given to someone
and he does not receive it, then it remains with giver. Therefore, the bad
language that you used on me was not received by me, and it continues to
remain with you!!”
1 Acquiring External Influence - Ego-ridden
beings
are
externally orientated. Therefore it is inevitable for external materialistic
influence to affect them. As we live, exist and pass through this ‘fiery
world’, it is impossible for us to be safe from the heat or sparks of the
mental ‘ fiery ocean of grief’.
According to the above examples (the strength of) our power of
receptivity depends upon –
the ‘rubbish’ of our low thoughts
the ‘wood’ of our turbulence
the ‘petrol’ of our low tendencies
the ‘gas’ of our desires
and this power of receptivity has many stages according to which our lives
are affected by the external sparks.
This influence is dependent on the mental condition of each one of us.
The more impure our mind, the greater is the influence of the external
materialistic provocations. If the impurity is less, or if the divine virtues are
more, then the external materialistic sparks and provocations will have less
effect or none at all.
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Thus because our mind is dirty with low inclinations and desires, the
influence of external materialistic sparks on our mind is great like the gas or
petrol which explodes like a ‘bomb’.
On the other hand the mind which is less impure will be less affected
by the external sparks and with time will get back to its previous condition.
The minds of Guru-orientated beloveds are above low inclinations and
sensual desires. Their spiritually developed mind is cool and calm like pure
water. External sparks affect them little or not at all.
Now we have to honestly search our minds and find out as to which
one of the following –
rubbish
wood
petrol
gas
represents, our condition of the mind and what type of influence the external
sparks are causing.
Living in and passing through the materialistic ‘fiery world’ we are
definitely getting the sparks from the flames of the ‘fiery world’. We cannot
save ourselves from them. Their influence on our mind or ouracquisition power
or
receptivity
is indeed the ‘test’ of our real hidden condition of our mind.
Although we try different ways of covering up or hiding our internal
hidden ‘fire’, or show ourselves to be nobler, but just like the sadhu ‘Seetal
Das’, when some external spark touches them, the ‘bomb’ of our internal
hidden fire will definitely explode and the secret of our pretence will be
revealed and truth will manifest itself.
It is important to firmly understand that the ‘impurity of our mind’
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is indeed the 'fuel' of our internal hidden mental fire. It is according to the kind
or colouring of this 'fuel' that our mind is influenced by external materialistic
sparks.
The influence of the external spark will be according to the type of fuel
stored in the courtyard of the mind.
As an example, if in our house there is a heap of papers or dry leaves, then
an external spark will cause instant flame. If in our house petrol or gas is stored,
then with an external spark a bomb will explode in our house.
Without fuel, there can be no fire. For this reason, if there is fuel in the
courtyard of the mind, then the spark falling on the ground or cement will
extinguish itself.
Therefore, if we wish to be safe from the external sparks, then we have to
gradually remove form our minds all types of impurities or 'fuel' and keep the
courtyard of our mind clean.
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The influence of the internal sub consciousness

In our previous births we have done a lot of practice of our thoughts, habits
and company, that is why they have entered-stayed-permeated in our sub
consciousness and have become very powerful and dynamic.
For this reason the thoughts, desires, inclinations and sensual desires of our
present life are deeply and intensely influenced by the colouring of the powerful
sub consciousness acquired previously-this guides our 'life-direction' towards
the bad or good side. That is why despite knowing and understanding, our mind
gets attracted towards the bad side. This is the reason why children have a
tendency to have behaviour of bad inclinations while still young.
The effect of our previous lives are beyond our control, but it is within our
control to give the right direction to our present life as the Immortal Being has
given man freedom of thought and deed.
If in clean water we put things of various colours, then the water absorbing
the various colours will become a compound solution and with the addition of
any other thing, the colour, taste and composition will undergo change. Thus the
'personality' of the mixture will continue to change simultaneously.
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Exactly in the same manner in the essence of the influences or our mind in
previous lives, subordinate to externally acquired influences with every
moment, with the colouring of thoughts and actions, our '"personality' continues
to change. Such colouring, smell or odour continues to change with every
moment and second with our thoughts and actions. Those responsible for this
change are the mind, the thoughts of the mind and deeds.
In other words we ourselves are making our habits, character, personality
and 'fate' and are changing every moment. Therefore, if we wish to change our
character or personality, then we have to guard the primary causes. We have to
give our thoughts and actions high-pure and good 'direction''. For having to
identify good or bad 'company', it is necessary to follow and practice with
determination- but this play is not easy.
It is important to remember that the colouring of our mind is the total
essence of the influences of previous lives and of the thoughts and actions of
this life. To change it, determination and unlimited time is necessary for
continuous hard work.
Through our sense organs-eyes, ears, nose- we take on the influences of
the external 'company' and under these influences we carry out actions. Practice
of these actions becomes 'habits', then gradually entering the sub consciousness,
it becomes 'behaviour' or character. In all this happening there is great
importance of 'company'.
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According to the company one keeps, so are the fruits one eats.
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The company of some will lead to salvation
(While) the company of some others will lead one to the couriers of death
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If we keep the 'company' of those with low desires, then without fail our
thoughts and deeds will be low and our 'behaviour' will change accordingly.
Therefore if we wish to change our character, it is important, first of all, to
evaluate and identify the 'company' (which we wish to emulate).
Here it is important to remember that there are many types of company –
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Personal Company – company of people.
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Written company – company of books, newspapers and magazines.
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Provocative Company – such as cinema, dance, the tastes of the tongue or
ears.
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The Company of previous memories – ideas and concepts buried in the
layers of the intellect.

When we have identified the company with low inclinations, then we can
stop our mind from these low inclinations and motivate it towards high-lofty
company. This is the start of the important and difficult play. This play is very
difficult without the guidance and help of some superior person, because the
mind, according to its inclination, is automatically pulling downwards through
its 'materialistic-pull'. Instead of reading books and papers with low colouring,
lofty religious books or Gurbani should be read. At the same time the mind
should avoid scenes with low inclinations in cinemas etc.
Besides this, when old low memories come to mind, they should be
immediately forgotten or channeled towards lofty and good engagements.
O vicious mind, no faith can be placed in you; you are totally intoxicated.
The donkey's leash is only removed, after the load is placed on his back.
815

If this effort is not made at once with full determination, then that
inclination will move back towards its old flow. In other words, whenever a
vulgar film comes before the mind, a film with good thoughts should replace it
at once thus giving the mind a sublime direction.
To suppress or erase thoughts is difficult. But to motivate and change them
towards high and lofty goals is easier.
Practice is an important part of the methods of altering the thoughts of our
mind, because up to now whatever is the formation of our habits or character –
all this is the result of our relentless practice. To change this too, resolve and
relentless practice is necessary.
With the repetition of actions emerging from thoughts or with (constant)
practice thoughts acquire 'power'.
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The influence of the external company of the mind results in deep and
permanent carving of about 10,000 cells of our brain. This intellectual subtle
colouring becomes permanent in our mind. The total influence of this is said to
be 'character' or
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personality. The activity which we carry out one, becomes easier to carry
out the second time because, through our intellectual electricity, the thought
or activity is carved on our mind and on the film of our intellect. In this way,
(when) such thoughts rub on the cells of our brain, a path is made for the
next thought.
According to this principle, the more we repeat a certain action, the
more the beaten path of influence or colouring of that action becomes deep
and wide in our brain, mind and body thus making the next action easy and
automatic. With the passage of time, we are we are making our own good or
bad ‘character’ or ‘destiny’ which is very difficult to erase.
Our smallest of thoughts or actions leave their indelible colouring or
‘mark’ on our minds. In this way none of our thoughts or actions ever go
waste – the bad or good effect (of such thoughts) is experienced by us
under some circumstances at some time or other.
Although an alcoholic deceives himself every time by saying ‘ what
difference is one drink going to make today’, yet despite falsely convincing
his mind, his veins, nerves, in fact his whole body experiences the indelible
and deep influence of this one drink. This bad influence prompts and helps
to awaken his urge (for more drinks) in the immediate future, a move which
becomes destructive for his life.
This point can be understood more easily with another example. When
water is thrown on the ground, the flow of the water creates a ‘way’ or
‘path’. If water is thrown the second time, it will flow through the ‘path’
made the first time, and with every flow this ‘path’ or ‘small drain’ become
wider and deeper just like the falling water from the mountains causes small
water – ways. Similarly every thought or action of ours makes a ‘way’ or
‘small drain’ or ‘habit’ for its flow in our mind. With the passage of time the
reflection of the colouring of these thoughts and actions begins to manifest
automatically through all our thoughts and actions. Thus we take the form of
our thoughts and actions which is said to be our personality
Thus for –
the low thoughts
low inclinations
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dirty colouring
mental grievance
bad actions
sins
of our mind, we ourselves are responsible and the result of these has to be
explained by our ‘Soul’. When filthy thoughts occur in our mind, we grind
and dwell upon them all the more. In this way these low thoughts enter the
depths of our mind and with time they permeate and diffuse into our subconsciousness thus creating our ‘conduct’ or ‘character’, which when an
opportunity presents, will manifest itself externally in the form of ‘odour’
and becomes our fate or ‘destiny’.
When we think of some person, his good or bad, virtues or vices appear
on the mirror of our mind. If we think of some ‘Guru orientated saint’, then
our body, mind, heart are full with reverence, love, affection, relish,
eagerness, calmness and happiness. On the other hand if we think of some
self orientated person having low thoughts, to whom we are allergic, then
our mind – body – heart, at once gets filled with – jealousy, duality, anger,
hatred and becomes filthy. The effect of this manifests itself at once.
Through our eyes and wrinkles on the brow, we reflect anger and hatred.
Very often our bodies catch the fire of anger and hatred ‘with clothes on’
and its effect remains for a considerable period of time and we continue to
burn in the self – ignited flames of fire.
In the internal thought world of ours, there are but very few pure
evolved persons and even then, we seldom think of them.But there is a
‘crowd ‘ of people with low inclinations in our thought world who are
causing confusion day and night in our mental world. If the flames of the
‘thought company’ of one self – orientated person cool down, then another
self – orientated person comes to mind, and again one has to pass through
the flames of hatred and anger in the same way. In this way, we are burning
and smouldering in the flames of hatred, enmity, opposition, anger of our
self – created thought world and our mind turns into slag (or waste material
of metal - meaning utterly useless)
The body is burnt to ashes; by its love of Maya, the mind is rusted through.
Demerits become one's enemies, and falsehood blows the bugle of attack. 19
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We can be safe from the external company by remaining detached, but
it is very difficult to be safe from the influence of the imaginary or thought
world, which dwells deep down in layers of our mind because day and night
this (imaginary or thought world) remains in our veins and nerves.
Whenever the mind becomes free of external business or when someone
reminds us of these thoughts it, the hidden files of anger-grief, jealousyduality open up and we suffer from uncalled for mental assumptions, agony,
distress and envy. This is not all. Repeating the poison of such destructive
imaginations or thoughts, this mental grievance enters and stays more in the
mind and sub consciousnessness. With this, the mind, burning and
smouldering, turns into slag (rust-like) and becomes incapable of acquiring
lofty spiritual thoughts and this poisonous grievance accompanies (the soul)
in the future births.
From such ‘mental grievance’ emerge low thoughts, low inclinations,
low actions and sins. Even if there are good thoughts or some charitable
actions – they too are ego-ridden.
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In ego they become truthful or false.
In ego they reflect on virtue and sin.
In ego they go to heaven or hell.
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The whole world is engrossed in the flames of the fire of the above
mentioned grievance.
2

The world is being consumed by this hidden fire, but Maya does not cling to the Lord's
devotees.
673
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Family and worldly affairs are an ocean of fire.
Through doubt, emotional attachment and ignorance, we are enveloped in darkness. 675

The way we live our mental and spiritual lives is completely the
opposite of the guidance given by Gurbani. That which we should forget, we
recollect, repeat, practice and imbibe it (in our mind). Contrary to this, that
which we should remember and drill it into our system, we have
‘forgotten’ or we are being indifferent and feigning ignorance.
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That which belongs to another - he claims as his own.
That which he must abandon - to that, his mind is attracted........
That which is false - he deems as true.
That which is true - his mind is not attached to that at all.
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Guru Baba Ji has given us , motivation and guidance about this very
important point thus –
having seen something regard it as unseen
Having heard something regard it as unheard
‘Do not be angry with anyone’
(practice) ‘mercy, forgiveness and love’
‘It is noble to give from ones own hand’
‘even when there is nothing to share still share’ (whatever you have)
‘It is not good to slander anyone’
‘Harbour no evil against others in your mind’
‘Do not allow anger to consume your mind’
‘No one is my enemy, nor is anyone a stranger’
‘I am a friend to all’
But the behaviour and attitude of our daily lives is seen to be directly
opposite of this. To acquire these Divine teachings in a practical way, the
following ‘suggestions’ can be helpful.
When thoughts of jealousy, duality, passion, anger, greed, attachment,
hatred, slander, low sensual desires emerge, at once they should be dealt
with–
by saying ‘never mind’
‘Let it be’ and then
forget them
and (immediately) the attention should be turned towards some lofty thought
and an attempt should be made to erase the unclean imaginary thoughts
from the memory.
The important point is that if the ideas or thoughts of low inclinations
are not at once –
avoided
forgotten
not erased from the ‘board’ of the mind
then the low idea or thought in the mind –
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will come again and again
well get drilled
11
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will be practised.
penetrate-permeate-diffuse into the subconsciousness.
subconsciousness will become polluted.
the poison of grievance will increase.
we will be burning in the internal hidden fire.
unavoidably and automatically ‘sins’ will be committed.
we will come under the ‘knife-edge’ of Yamas, the couriers of
death.
10 we will be deprived of high-pure desires and become dross (rustlike).
11 We will come under the control of Yamas, the couriers of death.
12 We will lose this world as well as the next and keep wandering in
the circle of births and deaths
In this way we would have made God’s creation of this
‘BEAUTIFUL WORLD’
into a
‘FIERY WORLD’.
(Cont.....Lekh 45 part 8)
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